May Third. The Kings daughters assembled at The Rev. J. N. Beans house. For the purpose of dedicating the new banner. They marched in order to the church singing Onward Christian soldiers. The banner was barne by Mrs. Bean assisted by Misses Victoria Spencer, and Isabella González; they were met at the door by the rector, and choristers, and joined in procession to the font where the usual ceremonies was performed. After the dedication the whole church marched in procession to the chancel when the beurer placed the cross, and banner in the chancel for the first time an Anthem was then sung the Earth,s is the Lord,s. The rector addressed the S.S. teachely and children on the kindness of Mrs. Julia Emery, presidents of the Woman,s Auxiliary and told them that they were much indebted, and should express their thanks to her far forwarding the cross and banner. There was also an other most interesting ocassion the awarding of seven prizes to the children who took part in the concert at the Bishop visitation. They were given by our most highest esteemed Mrs. Ether Lous passans. The rector spared no pains in impressing whom all present that she was the church,s friend. Hymn thine forever was sung. After the benediction marched out in reverse order singing Glory to God on high.